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Multistep-Galerkin Methods for Hyperbolic Equations

By Vassilios A. Dougalis*

Abstract.   Multistep methods for first- and second-order ordinary differential equa-

tions are used for the full discretizations of standard Galerkin approximations to the

initial-periodic boundary value problem for first-order linear hyperbolic equations in

one space dimension and to the initial-boundary value problem for second-order lin-
2

ear selfadjoint hyperbolic equations in many space dimensions.   L -error bounds of

optimal order in space and time are achieved for large classes of such  multistep

methods.

1.   Introduction.    In recent years there has been considerable interest in the

numerical solution by Galerkin (finite element) methods of initial-boundary value prob-

lems for first-order systems of linear hyperbolic equations in one space variable and

second-order linear hyperbolic equations in many space variables.

Usually, the continuous-time semidiscrete approximations and low-order (first-

and second-order accurate) full discretizations in time have been considered.  It is also

possible to consider higher order accurate full discretizations in time in order to match

the high order of accuracy achieved by the Galerkin method in the space discretization.

Recently, Mock [15] has analyzed explicit fourth-order accurate Galerkin methods for

the first-order case.   For single-step Padé discretizations in time also in the first-order

case cf. [18].  Crouzeix [3] and Baker and Bramble [2] have analyzed single-step

fully discrete methods for the second-order hyperbolic case.  Gekeler in [9] has ana-

lyzed the stability of multistep methods for second-order hyperbolic equations.

In this work as well as in [5 ] we analyze the stability and prove optimal L2 -error

estimates both in space and time for multistep methods for first- and second-order

hyperbolic equations.

In Section 2 we consider multistep discretizations of the simple first-order equa-

tion (2.1) with periodic boundary conditions.  The "standard" variational formulation

(2.1') in Hl is used for the Galerkin method in the space direction. (For "nonstandard"

formulations see, e.g. [1], [4], [5], [14], [15], [21].) It is well known, cf. [7], [12],

that the order of accuracy in the L2-error bound for the continuous-time approxima-

tion is nonoptimal in the case of an arbitrary finite-dimensional subspace ofH1.

Specifically, Dupont has proved in [7] that the Hermite cubics on a uniform mesh
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give a (nonoptimal) 0(h3) accuracy that cannot be improved.  However, Dupont, op.

cit., has proved that the optimal accuracy is achieved for the piecewise linear continuous

functions and cubic splines.  The same result has been proved by Thomée [19] for

the smooth splines of arbitrary order for the nonperiodic pure initial value problem.

For the variable coefficient case cf. [20] and also [22], [8].  In [19] and [20] super-

convergence at the nodes is also proved with suitable choices of initial conditions

and/or suitable (quasi)interpolation.    In the periodic case of constant coefficients that

we are considering, the formulations of [19] or [20] lead to equivalent superconver-

gence results.  We chose the Thome'e-Wendroff approach of [20] for the space part of

the approximation, and we show in Theorem 2.1 that the optimal exponent in the

L2-error bound is preserved (as well as the superconvergence optimal estimates), under

typical "Courant number" restrictions on r/h, for a large class of multistep full discreti-

zations, cf. [10, Chapter 5], of the Galerkin semidiscretization.  A certain boundedness

condition, introduced in Definition 2.1 as Condition I has to be satisfied by the coef-

ficients 7-, which are associated with the multistep method and defined by (2.9). We

verify that the "optimal" (in the sense of Henrici [10, p. 233]) &-step methods for

k = 1, 2, 4 (respectively, of order of accuracy 2, 4, 6) satisfy Condition I.  For such

methods we prove in Theorem 2.1 that if 5M, p > 2, is the space of the smooth periodic

polynomial splines of order p on a uniform mesh and if the order of the fc-step method

is p > 1, the estimate

(1.1) omax</K-,"||¿2(oi)=0(^+^)

holds, where u, u\ are the solutions of (2.1'), (2.11), respectively, provided the starting

values {u'n}jSr¡ axe accurate enough, cf. Remark 2 after Theorem 2.1. We also prove

the associated superconvergence estimates (2.16.1)—(2.16.2).

In [5] the optimal L2 global estimate (1.1) was derived for all polynomial

splines of odd degree, i.e., with p = 2m, m > 1, by an extension of the methods and

the results that Dupont obtained for m = 1, 2 in [7].

In Section 3 we consider the initial-boundary value problem (with homogeneous

Dirichlet boundary conditions) for the second-order linear hyperbolic equation with

symmetric space-varying coefficients (3.1). For simplicity, we consider the homogeneous
o

case.  For the space part we use any finite-dimensional subspace Sn of H (Í2) for

which the usual approximation property (3.4) holds.  For the time part we consider a

well-known class of multistep methods for special second-order differential equations,

described, e.g. in [10, Chapter 6], on which we impose a growth condition analogous

to the one in the first-order case, Condition II in Definition 3.1.  As in the first-order

case, the "optimal" methods, cf. [10, p. 309 et seq.], for k = 2, 4 (respective order

of accuracy 4, 6) satisfy this condition.  Under a stability restriction on the time step

(cf. Lemma 3.1), which in the presence of inverse assumptions on Sn becomes a re-

striction on the "Courant number" r/h, we prove in Theorem 3.1 that the estimate

(L2) n<^y-<hh^=o{hr+TP)
0<n<J L   (il)
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holds, where u, w£ are the solutions of (3.3) and (3.7), respectively, p is the order of

the multistep method, and 0(hr) is the optimal accuracy achievable in Sh. We assume

that the starting values {u'h }faT0  are cl°se to H1 -projections of the initial data; cf. [6].

See Section 3.2 for details on starting values.

In the work of Gekeler [9], where the stability of multistep methods for first-

order parabolic and second-order hyperbolic equations is analyzed, alternative conditions

of stability are given. We remark that the methods which satisfy the hypotheses of

[9, Theorem 3, pp. 543-544] will also satisfy as a consequence Condition II.  This

can be seen by finding estimates on the coefficients 7. in an analogous way to Hen-

richs proof of [10, Lemma 6.2, p. 312].

In what follows we introduce some notation about the function spaces that we

shall use.   Let Í2 be a bounded open subset of R^ with boundary dû,, a generic point

of which we denote by x = (xx, . . . ,xN).  For a nonnegative integer m let Cm(D.)

be the space of real-valued functions whose derivatives up to order m axe continuous

in Í2.  The Sobolev space Hm(Çl) is defined as the set

Hm(ÇÏ)= [vEL2(ny. DavEL2(Q,),\/<x: |a|<m},

where a = (ax, . . . , aN), a¡ nonnegative integers, Dav = 9lali;/3Xj'9x"2 • • • dxNN

in the distributional sense and |a| = ûj  +•••.+ a^.    Denoting by || • || and

( •, • ) the norm and inner product on L2(Sl) we see that Hm(n) is a Hilbert space

under the norm

Mm = ( Z \\Davi\2)/2.

\\a\<m /

We let i/1^) = {vEHl(Q.y.  v\bn = 0}.

If (X, || • \\x) is a Banach space and p = 2 or p = °°, Lp(0, T; X) (where T > 0)

will denote the Banach space of (classes of) strongly measurable functions /:   (0, T)

—► X such that

uhHo,T-,x)=(sy^xdtj/2<°°

ox

11/11  «, = ess sup 11/(011* <°°,

respectively.  When there is no possible ambiguity, Lp(0, T; X) will be denoted by

LP(X).  For properties of these spaces, see e.g. [13].

In Section 2 we shall restrict ourselves to the one-dimensional case Œ = (0, 1).

We shall denote by L2 the set of functions in /^(R1) which are periodic of period 1,

and define ||u|| = ||u||  , for u EL2. We also denote by//m the real Sobolev
L2(0,1)

space of functions, which have m derivatives (in the distributional sense) in L20C(R1)

and are periodic of period 1.  We let ||«||m = ||u||   m for u E Hm.
h   (0,1)

2.   First-Order Hyperbolic Equations.

2.1.   The Problem and the Multistep-Galerkin Methods.   We consider for sim-

plicity the real, homogeneous, first-order hyperbolic problem with periodic initial and
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boundary conditions:

ut + ux = 0       in (0, 1) x (0, T]..

(2.1)
' u(x, 0) = u0(x)   in [0,1],

where T > 0 and u0( •),«(•, 0 are periodic functions of period 1 with u0 given.

Obviously, (2.1) has the following variational formulation:  we seek u E L2(Hl), ut E

L2(L2) such that

\(ut, v) + (ux, v) = 0   V«e/Y1,0<Kr,
(2.1') _

(«(0)    given in//'1.

For h > 0 let Sh be a finite-dimensional subspace of//1 with basis {^¡}^LX. We seek

un, the Galerkin approximation to the solution u of (2.1') as a differentiable map un:

[0, T] -* Sh of the form

u„(x, t) = Z **(')*,(*),     (*> 0 e fl>, H x [°> ̂.
i=i

such that

(2.2)
(^)+(lN = 0 VueSh)o<i<r,

«/,(0)   given in £„.

Then (2.2) is equivalent to the system of O.D. E.'s

(0 + SC(t) =0,      0 < t < T,
(2.2')

C(0)    given in R^,

(GC'(

(C(0)

where C(0 = [ci(0> • • ■ , Cjy(0] r and G, S  axe the N x N matrices with elements

(2.3) % - ä-^*,, #,),   Sç=a-i(*„*;).

Since G is positive definite, (2.2') possesses a unique solution C(0, 0 < r < T.

Henceforth, the finite-dimensional space Sh that we will consider will be Sh =

Sß, the space of 1-periodic splines on [0, 1] of order p > 2 on a uniform mesh with

mesh-length h = l/N, N integer.  For properties of the smooth splines, see e.g. [16],

[17], [20].   Let 0 = x*", where x is the characteristic function of [-1/2, 1/2] and

<t>,(x) = 0(/i-1x - /).  Then a basis for 5M is given, cf. [20], by the restrictions to

[0, 1] of the functions

*/(*)= Z */W*)»      K/<N.
1<EZ

A modified basis can be constructed by letting

Hx)=  ¿   djtíx-i),
Í=-Q
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for N > p +2q and then by defining the new basis to consist of the restrictions to

[0, 1 ] of the functions

*/(*) = Z ^+/jvW'

Let now (( •, • )), ||| • ||| denote the L2-inner product and norm on (—°°, °°)

((«, v)) = C   u(x)v(x) dx,      IHulll = ((«, u))v\
J   —OO

Following [20], we define the following trigonometric polynomials

g(6) = h-1 Z((*o.*/))e"'W.

d(9) =  £   dje
/=-Q

16Z

-ne

KZ

<7

g(9) = h~1 Z((?o.ív)K

-1/0

In [20, pp. 1061—1062] the following is proved:

Lemma 2.1.    There exist positive constants g_, g such that for all real 9

0<g<g(9)<g.

Ifd(9) ¥= 0 for all real 9, then there also exist positive constants g, g such that for

all real 9

0<£<g(o)<?    □

We denote now by <•, • > and | • |, respectively, the Euclidean inner product and

norm on R^.  For U, V E RN we also define

W, V)h =MU,V) = hJ^  Uj Vjt       \U\n = (U, U)l = yfh\U\.
/'=i

In addition to (2.3) we also define the N x N matrices G, S  corresponding to the

modified basis functions q> as

(2.4) Tig - A"1 ($¡, %),       Sv = h~\$t, ^).

With the notation introduced in Lemma 2.1 the proof of the following can be found

in [20, pp. 1061-1062].

Lemma 2.2. For N ~> p the matrix G is a symmetric, positive definite cyclic

matrix with eigenvalues g(2irl/N), 1 < / < N, and, therefore, for every FGR"

l\V\2 <<GF, V)n< g\V\2.

If N> p +2q and d(9) =£ 0 for real 9, the matrix G is a symmetric, positive

definite cyclic matrix with eigenvalues g~(2 nl/N), 1 < / < N, and therefore, for every

VERN

g\V\2<<GV, V\ <?|F|2.    D
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Now let V be the cyclic matrix defined for N > 2q by its first row:

[d0,d_x,...,d_ql0, ...,0,dq,...,dx].

Then it is obvious that for v E 5M, v = 2j£ x Vft = I)£ , Vf$,, where V = VV.   It

is also easy to see that G = V*GV , S = V*S V.

The following is proved in [20, p. 1062] :

Lemma 2.3.   If N > 4q and there exist constants d_, d such that

0<d< \d(9)\ < d   for all real 9,

then

d\V\n <\W\n <d\V\n    for all VERN.   D

Now, let u he a 1-periodic continuous function.  Its 0-quasi-interpolant is de-

fined as Q-^uE5M by

(Q%u)(x)= Z uijhtyix).

Thomée and Wendroff have proved in [20] that a particular choice of d(9) (cf.

Lemma 2.5, p. 1063 of [20]) and of the starting condition in (2.2) as uh(0) = Qzu0

leads in our case of (2.1), for a sufficiently smooth solution u, to the following error

estimates for 0 < t < T:

I C(t) - Uit)\h = Oih2"),    K(0 - 0%«(Oil = Oih2»),    \\u(t) - «„(Oil = 00"),

where uh(t) is the solution of (2.2),

N

"hiO = Z  C/(0 */.       U(t) = [u(0, t).u(Jh, t),...,u(l,t)]T,
/=i

C= [Cj,..., cN\   .

We estabUsh now some notation and some basic concepts involved in a multistep

method for first-order ordinary differential equations.   Consider the problem

Ï = f(y,t),      0<t<T,

(2.5) '.y(0)=y0,

where we assume that / is a continuous function in both variables in the domain of

its definition and Lipschitz continuous in y uniformly in t E [0, T].  Let t > 0 be

the discrete time step, and let y" denote the approximation to y(t"), where t" = m,

n = 0, 1, 2, ... .  Let J =T/t, an integer for simplicity, and let/" = f(y", t").

Then a general linear k-step method for the numerical solution of the first-order equa-

tion (2.5) is a scheme of the form

Z *¡yn+t = r Z ßjf"+i,      n=0,l,2,...,J-k,

(2.6)

!/=o /=o

{ y ' }¡= o      given starting values,
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where k > 1 is a fixed integer and where a-, j3, 0 </ < k, are real constants indepen-

dent of n.   We shall assume hereafter that afc > 0 and that |a0l + Ij30l > 0.  We

associate with the difference equation (2.6) the polynomials of one complex variable z

(2.6')

j POO = <V* +ak_xzk   x + • • • + a0,

(o(z) = ßkzk +ßk_xzk~l +--'+ß0.

For definitions of stability, convergence and order of the multistep methods (2.6)

cf. [10, Section 5.2].  It is well known that the order p of a stable fc-step method may

be at most k + 2 when k is even and at most k + 1 when k is odd.  A stable &-step

method (&-even) whose order is k + 2 will be called an optimal k-step method.   For

the construction of such optimal methods see [10, p. 233 et seq.].

In association with (2.6) we introduce the complex-valued functions 5 -(f) of a

complex variable f given by the formula

<*,• + Sß,
(2-7) Wm*+W    °<i<k-

An easy calculation gives

Lemma 2.4. Let t E [-K, K], where K is a given positive number. Then 8Ait)

is bounded. If ßk -h 0, then 8fit) is bounded for all real t. Ifßk>0 and tE[0,K],

8 ft) is bounded.  If ßk > 0, then 8ft) is bounded for all t>0.    D

For f complex we consider the one-parameter family of polynomials of a complex

variable z

(2.8) Piz, f) = 6k(f) + 8k_x(t)z + - • • + 80(t)zk.

We define the coefficients {7.(0}/Lo ^y tne formal expansion

(2-9) [p(z, OP1 = 70(f) + 7i(Hz + 72tt)z2 + • ' ' •

Definition 2.1.  We shall say that the fc-step method (2.6) satisfies Condition I

if there exists a positive K such that the coefficients {7.(f)}/Lo   defined °Y (2-9)

satisfy the estimate

(2.10) 17;0'0l < r    for all / and for all t E [ - K, K ],

where T is a constant that depends on the method (2.6) and K.    D

Condition I can also be interpreted in terms of the behavior of the zeros of the

polynomial p(z, it) for \t\ <K.   In [5, pp. 340-346] we verify that it is satisfied by

many frequently used optimal multistep methods for first-order equations. We furnish

below some examples of such methods and the associated bounds K as in Definition 2.1.

(a) k = 1.  The optimal (p = 2) stable single-step method is the implicit trape-

zoidal rule [11, p. 42] given by the parameters ax = 1, a0 = - 1, ßx = ß0 = 1/2.  It

satisfies Condition I for all t E R1.

(b) k = 2. (i) The optimal (p = 4) implicit, stable, 2-step method [10, p. 234],

[11, p. 42] is Simpson's rule given by the parameters a2 = 1, «j = 0, a0 = - 1,
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ß2 = ß0 = 1/3, ßx = 4/3.  Condition I is satisfied with any K E (0, y/3).

(ii) One frequently used nonoptimal 2-step method is the explicit midpoint

rule or leapfrog method (p = 2) which is given by a2 = 1, ax = 0, a0 = -1, ß2 =

ß0=0'ßi = 2 and satisfies Condition I with 0 < K < 1.

(c) k = 4.  It is known [11, pp. 38-39] that there exists a one-parameter

family of optimal (p = 6), stable, implicit 4-step methods.  They are given by the

parameters

a4 = 1,    a3=-2X,    a2 = 0,    ax = 2X,   aQ=-l,

ß0=ß4= (14 + X)/45,   ßx=ß3= (64 - 34X)/45,

ß2 =(8-38X)/15,

where X € (— 1, 1). In [5, p. 3-34 et seq.] we verify computationally that these

methods satisfy Condition I with 0 < K(X) < Ä(X), where R(X) is given for some

values of X by the following table:

X R(X)          X R(X)

-1.0 0.0 0.1 1.5068

-0.9 0.0903 0.2 1.5558

-0.8 0.2466 0.3 1.5942

-0.7 0.4273 0.4 1.6251

-0.6 0.6165 0.5 1.6506

-0.5 0.8020 0.6 1.6719

-0.4 0.9742 0.7 1.6901

-0.3 1.1269 0.8 1.7059

-0.2 1.2561 0.9 1.7198

-0.1 1.3610 1.0 0.0

0.0 1.4433

We define now the associated k-step Galerkin method for the solution of the initial

value problem (2.1'). We seek {u¡¡}Jn=0 E S" such that

(2.11)

Writing

( Z aj"h +/> ») + r( Z ßj»tJ. vj - 0,      0 < n < J - k, V v E S",

{u'h}k=¿    given in S>.

N N

«S = Z cf*,-Z ?*/.
i-1 /= 1

we see that (2.11) is equivalent to the problem
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(2.12)

Z (a,G +TßjS)Cn+i = 0,      0<n<J-k,
i=o

[C'}^1    given,

where C \c\,cn2, . ..,c£]y,orto

(2.12')

Z («/G +TßjS)Cn+' = 0,      0<n<J-k,
/=o

{C'}J=¿    given,

where C" = [cj1, 7», . . . , e* ]T. Of course C" = VC".

In practice we use (2.12) to advance in time since G and S will have, in gen-

eral, smaller bandwidths than G and S-  Now since <&., *. are 1-periodic functions,

S  is antisymmetric.   Hence, since afe > 0 and G is symmetric and positive definite, we

conclude that the matrix cxkG + rßkS  is invertible.  Hence, the solutions C" of the

linear systems (2.12) exist uniquely.   Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3 so do the

solutions C" of (2.12 ). We shall discuss starting values in Section 2.2.

2.2. Error Estimates.  We first present a preliminary lemma.  To establish nota-

tion, let D(£) denote the Fourier transform of a function u(x) E L2(- °°, ■»)

2(0 =f°    v(x)e-ixidx.

We suppose that d(9) is chosen so that the Fourier transform of the associated modi-

fied 0(x) has the property that, for some integer s

(2.13) %(%) = 1 + 0(%s)   as % -* 0.

We suppose that s > p so that we have the approximation property for the 0-quasi-

interpolant Q-r

(2.13') |u-Ö^II<CViM
a^t.
3xM

For details cf. [20], [17].   In [20, Lemma 2.5] a particular d(9) is constructed for

which s = 2p.

The following lemma can be proved by a specialization in the constant coefficient

case for (2.1) of the general proof in [20, Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2].  The exponent s in

the estimate below is a consequence of (2.13). The proof in [20], which is given for

s = 2p, can be easily modified to yield (2.14).

Lemma 2.5.   Let 0 satisfy (2.13) for some integer s, p<s <2p, let u be the

solution of (2.1), and suppose that for 0 < j < s + 1 and for every t E [0,T],

d'u/dx' are continuous, l-periodic functions.
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Then there exists a constant C independent of h and u such that

[ds+1i
(2.14) max
v ' Kj<N,0<t<T

A     ~   du
Z ÍGjlft(lh,t) + Sjlu(lh,t) <Ctí

dx°+ i
D

We proceed now with the main error estimate.  The algebraic manipulations fol-

low the ordinary differential equation case treated by Henrici [10, Lemma 5.6, p. 243],

and some of the analytic machinery is analogous to that used in the parabolic case

by Zlámal [24, p. 355 et seq.].

Theorem 2.1.  Suppose that the k-step method (2.6) is of order p > 1 and that

it satisfies Condition I for some K > 0. Let unh = 2JI ,c;" *y = EJl, c? $y be the

solution of the k-step Galerkin method (2.12)—(2.12').  Let <j> satisfy (2.13) for some

integer s, p < s < 2p.  Let u, the solution of (2.1), satisfy u E L2(HP+ ') and the

hypotheses of Lemma 2.5.   Then, if

(2.15) 0<t   max |\|<if,
Ki<N

where X(- are the eigenvalues of the matrix G~lS,we have that

max \C" -U"\h
o<«</

(2.16.1) lk_x

< c, { Z \c' - u\ + h1
(/=o

max   K-ßj„"||

ai+i.

dx°+ i
+ TP

L°°(L°°)

dp+iu

dtp+1
L2(L2)\

0<n<J

(2.16.2)

<C
| Z1 H(/=0

Q%u¡\\+h
,d*+1u

dxs+ i
+ TP

dp+lu

dtP + 1
-!■lHI2))

fc-i

(2.16.3)

max \\u" - u»|| < C3 < Z K " ß* "'" + h>
0<n<J lj=0      " v

d»U

+ tí
dS+1U

dx5
+ 1

ax"

+ TP

\L°°<L2)

L~(£°°)

dP+1U

dtp+l t2a2)

where u" = u(m), U" is the N-vector with components u"(jh) and where C¡, i =

I, 2, 3, are constants which do not depend on h, t, u or uh.

Proof.   Let E" =C" - U".  Using (2.12'), we obtain that E" satisfies

(2.17) Z iajG + TßjS)E"+> = - GR" -tF"    for 0 < n < J - k,
/=o

where R" is the A^-vector with components r"(jh), where

(2.18)
'" = Z a,"

j=o

n+i - r Z 0/«7+/
/=o
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and

(2.19) F" = Z ßjiGU?+i + sun+').
/'=o

Multiplying both sides of (2.17) by G^1 and defining

(2.20) G" =-Rn- tG-'F",

we obtain, with ¡A = G    S,

k

Z (y + rfyM)En+> =G",      0<n<J-k.
/-o

Since G is cyclic, so is G      and, therefore, M is a cyclic, antisymmetric matrix.  Hence,

akI + rßkU is invertible.  Recalling now the definition (2.7) of 6-, we can rewrite

the above as

(2.21) Z ô,.(rM)£"+'=L",
/=o

where

(2.22) L" = (a^ + TßkWTlGn.

Using (2.8) and equating powers of z in (2.9), we obtain the identities

5fcTo = !>

8*7/ + h-i*¡-i +•••+ 6*-/To - °.      » </ <*.

As in Henrici [10, p. 243] and Zlámal [24, p. 355] by considering (2.21) with

n - k - I instead of n, premultiplying both of its sides by 7/(tM), summing the result-

ing equations from 1 = 0 to l = n—k>0, rearranging and finally using the above

identities, we obtain the solution of the difference equation (2.21) in terms of the L"

and the {£,'}5r"01.  Noting that for a N x N matrix A, \A\ = \A\h, we obtain the

following estimate on \E"\h, for k < n </:

\E\ <(l7„_k(rM)l |6fc_,(TM)l +• • • + l7„_2k+i(rM)| MrHODUi*-1!*

+ • ' ' + lT„_fc(rM)l |50(rM)l \E\ + £ |T/(rM)l \L*-*-\.
1=0

Since M is antisymmetric it is normal, and we have that

|5,(tM)I=     max |Ô,(tX,.)|,      |T,(tM)I =   max  \y{(T\)\,
' Ki<N    ' Ki<N

where Xi; 1 < / < N, are the (pure imaginary) eigenvalues of M, which coincide with

the eigenvalues of the generalized eigenvalue problem SV = XGV.   Hence, using the
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stability restriction (2.15), Condition I (Definition 2.1) and Lemma 2.4 we conclude that

\SftU)\<C   aU / > 0, l7,(TM)l<r    all/>0,

where C and T are nonnegative constants that depend on the multistep method (2.6).

Then (2.23) gives

(2.24) max  \E"\n < C fz l#U + if '¿"U?
0<n<J ^/=0 n=0 \

Now, since M is antisymmetric and ak > 0 we have by (2.22) that

\L"\n < \(akI + rßkU)-l\ \Gn\h <±- |G"|„.

Hence, by (2.20)

(2.25) \L"\n<^-(\Rn\h+r\G-l\\F"\n)

Now, since Qzr"= 2JL j r"(/'/z)<I>., we obtain, using Lemma 2.2,

o?r"|| =
TV

Z '■"(z*)*/
;'=i

= <G/i",*">£>£ Wl,,

And for h sufficiently small, Lemma 2.2 gives that for some constant C,   WQzr" || <

C\\r"\\.  Hence, we obtain that \R"\h < C\\r"\\.   Using (2.18), Taylor's theorem with

remainder and the fact that our fc-step method is of order p, we have that

Idsr"(x) = Z «, r? I [(" + /)t - s]" ——- (*, s)

- T Z ßj 7—^ / K» +'> - S]P"   ^-77 C*. s)d*>
r{n +/)t

9iP-

from which, easily,

Hence, we have,

(2.26)

|r"||2 <Ct2p + i p"

•" nr

(n + k)T dp+1u(s)

dtp+ 1
ds.

I-k

Z WIÄ< Ctp
n=0

dp+lt

dtp+ 1
L2(P)

Now, since |F"|h < maxx<i<N\F"\, we obtain by (2.19) and Lemma 2.5 that

max   \F"\h <Chl
0<n<J

ds+1,

dx*< L a )

and, finally, since |G   ' I < £   'by Lemma 2.2, we obtain that

(2.27)
n = 0

*s+l,

dx°+ 1
L    (L    )
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Finally, using (2.24)-(2.27) we obtain (2.16.1).  Now (2.16.2) follows from (2.16.1),

the fact that for

» = Z Vf*i e s">      M2 = <GV, V)h,

and Lemma 2.2.   Finally, since

K - »"il < K - o««"" + H"" - O?""»-

using (2.13'), we obtain (2.16.3).   D

Remark 1.  The stability condition (2.15) requires that r = 0(h), because the

eigenvalues A. = XAG~1S) satisfy |X| = 0(h~l). To see that, let i\, with X real, be

an eigenvalue of the generalized eigenvalue problem SV = i\GV, where V =

[Vx, . . . , VN]TE CN is an associated eigenvector.  Let z denote the complex conju-

gate of z.  Then the above becomes

N N

z s„Ví=-í\j: Gflvv
i=i i=i

Multiplying the above by V- for 1 < / < N and summing, we obtain that

Z v,v,(*f, *;) = - ix z VjVii*j,*t)>
j,l=l /,'=!

from which with w = Xß., K.$-,

(w, w') = - iX(w, w).

Now let w = wx + iw2, with w¡ E 5M, i — 1,2.  Then from the above it follows that

X = 2(w'1,w2)/(||w1||2 +||w2||2).

Now, since wx € 5M, it satisfies the inverse property \\w\ || < CVi^llWjII, for some

constant C.  Hence, |X| < Ch~l.  Because of the cyclic structure of G, S , it is easy to

obtain explicit formulas for the eigenvalues X- of G~ ' S • We immediately obtain that

X/. = X/(G-1S) = X/(S)/X/(G).

Let [gx,g2, . . . ,gß, 0, ... , 0,gll,gtl_x, . . . ,g2] denote the first row of G,

for N > 2p - 1.  Then it is well known from the theory of cyclic matrices that the

eigenvalues of G are given by the formula

X;.(G) =g1+2'£gi cos(l - 1)07,      9i = 2«j/N.
1=2

Similarly, if [0, s2, J3,... . , s , 0,. . . , 0, - s^, -sß_l, . . . , -s2] denotes the first

row of S , we obtain that

tyS) = 2/ Z */ sin(/ - 1)0,-,      9f = 2itf/N.
1=2

With the definition (2.3) g, = Oil) and s, = 0(l/h).
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These formulas can be used then to find the stability bounds on r/h from (2.15).

Remark 2.  The starting values {u'n}k=0x can, in principle, be obtained by a single-

step method (e.g. a Padé method) selected so that the accuracy in the error estimates

(2.16) is recovered.  Alternatively, define

0 t        p-l(JT)1   dlu(0)
"* = »o>   "* = Z "75-r->     i</<fc-i,

1=0     l] dt'

so that w4 = u(jf) +0(tp).

Noting that

Mo) _     v9'»o
dt1 9x'

and defining u'h = Q-r «¿ , 0 <;r < k — 1, we see that the accuracy in the supercon-

vergence estimates (2.16.1) and (2.16.2) is conserved.  The OQiß + rp) global L2

estimate of (2.16.3) can be achieved by defining u'.   as the L2-projections on Sß of »¿

(u¡,,v) = (uÍ,v)   VvES»

and then noting that

||«> - Q^u'W < ||«/ - u{|| + \\u{ - u'\\ + \\u¡ - Q^u'U = 0(h» + tp).

3.   Second-Order Hyperbolic Equations.

3.1.   77ic Problem and the Multistep-Galerkin Methods.   In this section we shall

be interested in approximating the solution of the following initial-boundary value

problem.  (To simplify matters we consider the homogeneous case.)  Given T, 0 < T

< °°, we seek a function u(x, t) defined on Í2 x [0, T] (where £2 is a bounded open

subset of R^ with sufficiently smooth boundary 9Í2) and satisfying

^T - Z  IT" Uiix) B-)= 0    in Í2 x (0, T],
dt2     tPi a*¡ \"    *xj)

(3.1)

i,i= 1

u = 0    on d£2 x [0, T],

u(x, 0) = w0(x)    in £2,

du

dt
(x, 0) = ux(x)   in £2.

It is assumed that a/;(x) E C°(£2) and that ai;(x) = aj((x) for x G £2 and that there

exist constants a, A > 0 such that

(3.2) «Z^E «//(*>*/*/ <^ Z l,?  V*eñ,| = «j,...,aN)ern.
i= 1 !',/= 1 1= 1

Let a(' , ') he the bilinear form associated with problem (3.1)

N du    d
<u, v) =   Z     f   «f/to ^T 57 ¿*    for Me tf^ß).
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Then the initial-boundary value problem (3.1) has the following weak formulation:

Given a¡¡ E C°(£2) and uQ,uxEH »(£2), find u E L2(0, T; H1^)) such that d2u/dt2

EL2(0, T; #~x(£0) and satisfying

(3.3) \[^-f,v)+a(u,v) = 0   \/vEHl(Sl),0<t<T,

u(0) = u0,    ut(0) = ux.

Henceforth, we assume that (3.3) has a unique solution u. In appropriate places below

precise conditions on the smoothness of u, which guarantee the convergence results, will

be imposed.

Let h be a real parameter, 0 < h < 1 and let Sh be a finite-dimensional subspace

of H l (£2) which satisfies the following approximation property for h sufficiently small,

and integer r > 1 :

n~ inf  II/- H, <Chr~lU/H,,     / = 0,1,
(->-4) 0GSh '

o

for all / E Hr(£l) n //!(£2) and where C does not depend on h or /

Multistep methods for the numerical solution of initial value problems for a

special class of second-order differential equations are well known.   See e.g. Henrici

[10, Chapter 6] or Lambert [11, Chapter 9]. We consider the problem

(y"=fiy,t),    o<t<T,

(3'5) \A0) = yo,       y'i0) = yx,

where we assume that / is a continuous function in both variables in the domain of

its definition and Lipschitz continuous in y uniformly in t E [0, T].  This is a special

class of second-order ordinary differential equations in the sense that no first-order

derivatives y appear explicitly as arguments of /.  With the same notation as in Section

2 we say that a special k-step method for the numerical solution of the second-order

equation (3.5) is a scheme of the form

(3.6)

k k

£ a¡yn+i = r2 Z 0y/"+/,      n = 0,1, ... ,J - k, Jt = T,

j=0 ¡=0

{y'}j=o      given starting values,

with k > 1 and a;-, fy, 0 </ < k, real constants independent of n.  Again we assume

for definiteness that ak > 0 and |a0| + \ßQ\ > 0.  We also assume that ßk > 0. With

the difference equation (3.6) we associate again the polynomials p(z) and o(z) defined

by (2.6').   For the convergence, stability and order p of such methods see [10, Section

6.1].  It is well known that the order p of a stable special fc-step method cannot exceed

k + 2. Again, it may be at most k + 2 when k is even and at most k + 1 when k is odd.

A stable special fc-step method (k even) whose order isk+2 will be called a special

optimal k-step method.  For the construction of such optimal methods see [10, p. 309,
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et seq.].  In association with (3.6) we consider again the functions S-, y¡ and p defined

by (2.7), (2.9), (2.8), respectively.

Definition 3.1. We shall say that the special k-step method (3.6) satisfies Con-

dition II if there exists a positive K such that the coefficients {7.(017= o satisfy the

estimate

17/(01 < r/ + 7   for all/ and all t E [0, K],

where rand y axe positive constants depending on the method (3.6) and K.    O

In [5, pp. 4-20—4-27] we verify that Condition II is satisfied by many frequently

used special optimal multistep methods for second-order equations.  Examples of such

methods and their associated bounds K axe

(a) k = 2. For 9 > 0 we consider the one-parameter family of stable special

2-step methods given by a0 = a2 = 1, a, = -2, ß0 = ß2 = 9, ßx = 1 - 29. For 9 =£

1/12 the methods are of order p = 2. For 9 = 1/12 we obtain the StqSrmer-Numerov

formula [11, p. 255] which is of order p = 4. This is the only optimal special 2-step

method [10, p. 311], [11, p. 256]. For 9 = 0 we obtain an explicit method and for

9 = 1/4 we obtain a 2-step method of accuracy p = 2 analyzed in [6, p. 886 et seq.].

See also [9].   For these methods we find that

Í0<f <4/(l -40)    ifO<0<y4,

0 < t < °° if 9 > XU.

Hence, Conditon II is satisfied with K defined as above.

(b) k = 3.  The optimal implicit 3-step methods (p = 4) form a one-parameter

family of methods and are given in [11, p. 256].   It turns out that these methods are

linear combinations of two subsequent cycles of application of the 2-step Stürmer -

Numerov formula and that the stability restriction on K is not improved as compared

with the restriction required for the St^rmer-Numerov formula.

(c) k = 4.  There exists a two-parameter family of 4-step methods of p = 5 or

6 given by the formulas [11, p. 256]

a4 = 1,    a3 = -2 -a,   a2 = 1 + 2a + b,   ax = -a - 2b,   aQ = b,

ß4 = (19 + a - b)/240,   ß3 = (51 - 6a + b)/60,

ß2 = (1 - 91a + 7b)/120,   ßx = (I - 6a + 5lb)/60,   ß0 = (-I + a + l9b)/240.

If b =£ 1, then p = 5; if b = I then p = 6.  The methods are stable for - 1 <

& < 1, — 1 — ¿» < a < 1 + b.  Thus, the optimal methods (p = 6) axe given by b = 1,

- 2 < a < 2.  The optimal methods satisfy Condition II with the exception of the

case b = 1, a = — 2.  The associated bounds are

K(a) = 60(a+ 2)/(9a + 22),      - 2 < a < 2.

We define now an associated special fc-step Galerkin method for the solution of

the initial-boundary value problem (3.3). We seek {u" }Jn-0 E Sh such that
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(3.7)

Z a/<+/> *) + T2a( Z   ßjU"h+i, 0 ) = 0,      0 < n <J - k, V0 E Sn,
v/-0 / \/=0

{"¿I/to1    given in 5h.

Writing as usual

M

«Ä(*) = Z c"t>iix)>
1=1

where {<¡>¡ }I¡¡LX is a basis of 5h, we see that (3.7) is equivalent to

k

Z («,-G + t20..A)C"+> = 0,      0< « </ - *,
(3.8) |/=o

{C^jL'o1    given,

where C" = [c", . . . , cM]T, and G, A  are the M x M matrices given by

Gij = (4>¡,<P¡),     Aif = 0(^,4»,).

The solutions C", 0 < n </, of the linear systems (3.8) exist and are unique since

(3.2) and afc > 0, |3fc > 0 imply the positive defmiteness of the matrix akG + r2ßkA.

We shall discuss starting values in Section 3.2.

3.2. The Error Estimate. We establish first an a priori estimate for the solutions

of a difference equation associated with (3.6). The algebraic and analytic tools follow

[10, Section 6.2] and [24].

Lemma 3.1.   Let f" E L2 (£2) for 0 < n </, and let {v'}^S0l be given functions

in Sn.   Given a special k-step method of the form (3.6) which satisfies Condition II

for some K > 0, let {v' }j=0 E Sn satisfy

(3-9) /¿ ajVn+',À  +T2aíz ßjVn+', <¡\ = (f", 0),      0 < n <J - k, V0 ESh.

Then for

(3.10) °<T\ma<XJX'l<A:'

where \ are the eigenvalues of the matrix G-1 A, we have that

(3.11) max  ||l/»B<f  1*¿1||i>/I+X;*B/"I

where the constant Cdoes not depend on v",fn,T or h.

Proof.   As in Zlámal [24, p. 355], let 4>(x) = [0j(x), . . . , (¡>M(x)] T, where

{0,<*)}^j is the basis of Sh, and W = G~1/2<I>.  Then the coordinates wt of W form

a basis for Sh.  With notation introduced in Section 2.1, since v" ESh, let v" =

<V",W).   It is easy to see that (w¡, wy) = 6« and that a(w¡, vv;) = Bi;-, where B is

the symmetric, positive definite matrix defined by B = G~l^2AG~1^2.  Let F" be

the Af-vector with coordinates F" = (/", w¡).  Recalling the definition of 5-(f) by
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(2.7), we can rewrite (3.9) as

Z 8ft2B)Vn+'= G",      0<n<J-k,
/=o

with G" = (akI + T2ßk B)~1F".  Using the same techniques as in the proof of Theorem

2.1, we estimate V" by

|F"|<(lTB_k(r2B)IISjt_1(T2Ç)| + --- + l7l,_2Jk+1(ra©||80(T2B)OlFk-1|

+ ••• +l7„_k(r2B)llô0(T2B)||F°|

+ Z l7,(r2B)IKï"-fc-'l,      k<n<J.
1=0

Since B is positive definite, (3.10), Condition II and Lemma 2.4 give

|S,(r2B)|=   max   |Ô,(r2X,.)|< C,   all/,
' 1 <i<M     '

l7,(r2B)l=   max   |7,(t2X,.)| < T/+ 7,      / > 0,
Ki<M

for constants C, T, 7, where X,. are the eigenvalues of G_1A which coincide with the

eigenvalues of B.  Hence the above estimate becomes

in<C{r[(n - k) + • • • + (n - 2k + 1)] +ky}\Vk-1\

n-k

+ "■ + (Cr(n -k)+ y)\V°\ + Z (T/ + y)\G"-k-'\    for k < n </,
/=o

which for t sufficiently small, since T = Jt, implies that there exists a constant C

independent of t, h, V",G" such that

(3.12) wm\<j }*¿Vl+lflG!',--*-/i{.
(/=o /=o )

Now, since |(afc/ + T2ßk B)~M < ak 1, we see that \Gn\<ak1\Fn\<ct^l\\fn\\ as in

[24, p. 356].  Finally, since v" E Sn we obtain that ||u"|| = | V"\ and (3.11) foUows

from (3.12).    D

Remark.  The stability condition (3.10) will require a bound on r/h (in case

K < °°) if the elements of Sn satisfy the inverse hypothesis

(3.13) H\\x < C/1-1 II0II    \/4>ES„.

This is easily deduced from the fact that the X,- 's are the eigenvalues of the generalized

eigenvalue problem

AV=\GV   for VERM.

Hence, if v(x) = s££ x V^x) ESh,we see that X = a(v, v)l\\v\\2; and the result

follows from (3.13) and (3.10).

We now refer to a well-known (cf. e.g. [23]) result about the elliptic projection

of the solution u of (3.3).
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Lemma 3.2.   Let u be the solution of (3.3) and suppose that it satisfies

d'u(t)/dtl € /T(£2), 0 < t < T, 1 = 0,1,2,_For 0 < t < T we define coh(t) E

s h by

(3.14) «("*(*), <p) = a(u(t), 0)    \/cpESn.

Then for some constant C independent of h, u, con we have that

dl
(3.15)

dr1
u - wh) (0 < Chr-'\\^-

\\dtl

for j = 0,1 and I = 0,1,2,_D

The main result of this section is

Theorem 3.1.   Suppose that the k-step method (3.6) is of order p > 1 and that

it satisfies Condition II for some K > 0.  Let {u% }Jn=0 be the solution of the k-step

Galerkin method (3.7). Let u, the solution of (3.3) satisfy the requirements

uEL°°(Hr),   ^EL2(Hr),    ^ Êi2(I2).

9r2 dtp+2

Then, under the stability condition (3.10) we have

max   K-«"||
0<n<J

1
fc-1

(3.16)
<c jfZ "«¿"«¿Il +Ar\N L°°(Hr)

+
d2U

dt' L2(Hr)

+ TP
dp+2u

dtP + 2 L2(L2)1

where u" = u(m), coJJ = (¿h(nf) is defined in Lemma 3.2 and where C is a constant

which does not depend on h, t, u or un.

Proof  We define u>n(t) by (3.14) and set f" = «J| - co^, tj(0 = "(0 - wh(0-

Then by (3.3), (3.7) and (3.14) we have that W(pESh

¿ air+i,<v)+r2a(f:ßlr^,^
/=o /=o

= -(¿a/^+/'*)-r2a(/?0W+/'

= (H",0)-(/",0),     0 <»</-*,

where

(3.17) H" = Z «¡ti
/=0

n+i
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(3-18) r»=f>/U"+''-T2 Z ßj"tt+i-
j=o j=o

Since f " E Sn we have, by Lemma 3.1 that

0 19) max liril = C \l- Z' ir'B + i ZkHH"ll + i"£ \\r»\\    .
V-1?) 0<n<J (      /=0 n=0 T j=0 )

By Taylor's theorem,

tj((/i +/)r) = T?(nr) +/f ^ (nT) + f ("+;)t [(„ + }y - s] ¿Ij (s) ds.
01 Jm dt

By (3.17) and the consistency of our k-steo method (which implies that 2^_0 a- =

2*=0 /a- = 0) we obtain that for 0 < n <J - k,

k

z
/=0

<n+j)T

H» = Z«ifn+"[(n+f)r-s]^(s)ds

from which, easily

IIHnii2 < Cr
(n + k)r 92T7

dt2

dt'

ds,

where C depends on the {<*•}£-0 and k.  Therefore, by (3.15)

J-k WIK-Ä   Zfc|lHM|1 Í

n=0 T (n=0 )

<Q
a2T?

df L2(L2)

<Chr\
d2u

dt' L2{Hr)

We examine now the r" term.   Using (3.18), Taylor's theorem with remainder and the

fact that our special k-step method is of order p, we obtain

1 <n+j)r

-    r2     4

iP - 0! fk

+ ,¡>p + 2u

dtp + 2
(s)ds

^t ^r+')rK»+/>-]- f^f«*
from which

|r"||2 <Cr2p + 3 p"

J (IT

(m + /c)t 9P+2i

9iP+2
(0 ds,

where C depends on p, k, ÍA}L0, {p/}*=0-   Hence

(3.21)
y-k

7 Z «'■"H
n=0 r3'2  («=o

-"l|2(        <CTp g^2»

3i" + 2

Finally, (3.19), (3.20), (3.21), and the fact that
L2(i2)

max \\un-u%\\<   max   \\r¡n\\ +   max   \\t"\
0<n<J 0<n<I 0<n<J

<Chr\\u\\r-.+   max   ||f"||
L    (H  )       0<n<J

give the desired estimate (3.16).    D
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To preserve the 0(hr + tp) accuracy it is sufficient to choose the starting values

{u'h}fj0l such that

k-l

(3.22) Z K" "¿II = 0(rhr + tp + 1).
i=o

We can achieve this as follows:   Let u0 E Cp+2(£2), ux E Cp+ *(£2) and a{j E Cx(£2).

We define u{. for 0 </ < & — 1 by

0 ,       p   (it)' d'u(0)
«S = «o. »^Z-ir—j1,    i<j<k-i,

1=0   n      dt'

where we express d'u(0)/dt' in terms of u0, ux,a^ and their derivatives using (3.1).

We easily see that

s>0.
L°°(HS)

We set now u'h = coi, where to* E Sh is defined by

a(coÍ,0) = a(«Í,0)   V0G5ft.

This choice obviously satisfies (3.22).
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